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Sudoku is a Japanese word meaning single number. The now worldwide popular game by the same
name is a Japanese puzzle that gained fame a few years ago. Sudoku is a logic based puzzle with
9x9 grids that are to be filled with digits 1 to 9. The 9x9 grids further have sub-squares of 3x3 which
also need to be filled with digits 1 to 9. All you have to do is arrange 1 to 9 digits once in each row
and each column in each of the nine 3x3 grids. This makes it a tough game to crack!

Initially the game was published in newspapers in some parts of the world everyday along with its
solution. Slowly and gradually it became very popular all over the world. For most had become a
daily routine to solve the puzzle. At the same time, mobiles were largely emerging as a dominating
device which was the time when mobile application development companies came up with the idea
of developing Sudoku into an attractive mobile game application for tech-savvy users. Then came
the virtual Sudoku versions, from which among the best mobile app available in the market today is
Silver Sudoku. Its fantastic graphics and visuals grab the attention of the gamer until the game is
over or solved. Basically, the game requires us to implement logic, reasoning and interest to solve it.
Once you've got the patience to solve it then no matter how long it takes, you'll be glued to it.

Silver Sudoku has three levels to crack â€“ easy, medium and hard. The integration of Sudoku in
mobile phones led to the growth of the game among mobile users. This logic based puzzle not only
is interesting but also demands brainstorming to complete all levels and create a high score. Each
level has 1000 puzzles so in all Silver Sudoku gives you 3000 games in one. Though the concept of
the game sounds simple and easy but beginners take some time to get used to the game and
develop speed in completing each level faster. Once you get familiar with the game you will
naturally pick up a flare and quickly clear all levels. Silver Sudoku has been designed and
developed for touch sensitive smart phones. Playing Silver Sudoku is easy, simply tap on a grid you
want to insert number in and then select number from the ones that are displayed in the pop up.

This number placement game has become one of the most famous mobile puzzle games in the
mobile gaming world. Silver Sudoku can be played with ease as there is no time constrain to
complete a level. A puzzle game with more than 100 years of history is once again popularly back in
action!
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Terry Littrell - About Author:
The author writes about the features of a Silver Sudoku mobile game application as the popularity
Sudoku has gained in recent years encouraged mobile app development companies to turn into an
attractive virtual application. The author also writes on a blackberry tracking application and more.
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